KEUSHI LOCUS SHEET

AREA___ CB2-3
LOCUS____ CB23004

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL, ETC.) Topsoil
BEG. LEVEL(S) L00: 40.61
END LEVEL(S) L60: 40.65
UNDER LOCUS (ES) OVER LOCUS (ES) CB23005, CB23012, CB23018, CB23009, CB23014, CB23008

UNITS IN LOCUS: 012, 013, 015, 017, 020, 024

FINDS:
1. POTTERY TOTAL WT _______ FINE ________ UND SPG (mostly)
   LDM modern shell casing
   SPAN/CONDITION ED-modern, small and even to medium with nice edg
   2. LAMPS: WHELMMADE____ HELL MOULDMADE____ ROMAN____
   3. COINS
   4. FAUNAL
   5. OTHER
   6. INV
   7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION INCLUDE: 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
   2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
   FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Topsoil covering entirety of NE and S, some for edge CB23001 was slightly visible.
AREA: CB27 NE-NW
LOCUS: CB22005

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Subs.

BEG LEVEL(S): Lw 1.43.91
END LEVEL(S): Lw 1.43.77

UNDER LOCUS (EB): CB23014
OVER LOCUS (EB): CB23012, CB23011, CB23010,

UNITS IN LOCUS: 025, 030, 032, 034, 041

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 833.734g FINE 18sh UNID 23.0lb

LDM: Ras el Feiran

SPAN/CONDITION: EB - Early modern, some damage - medium w/ good edges

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE: 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS(ES) OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
   FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Subsoil throughout entire trench; interrupted by pilns CB22009, CB23010, CB23011.
AREA__CB23.3 NE__ LOCUS__CB23009

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) __Wall__
BEG LEVEL(S) __END LEVEL(S) __H.: 463.17
UNDER LOCUS (ES) __CB23004__ OVER LOCUS (ES) __
UNITS IN LOCUS: __

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. ______ FINE ______ UNID __LDM__

SPAN/CONDITION
2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE____ HELD MOULDMADE____ ROMAN____
3. COINS __
4. FAUNAL __
5. OTHER __
6. INV: __
7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT __

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS/NE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Wall intersecting with CB23002 and running east-west. Partially in south bank of CB23.3 NE. Pier and rubble construction using what appear to be reused piers. Rubble is generally large. Appears to be stepped down in eastern end of trench.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA___ CB2, 3, NE  LOCUS___ CB23069
TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)___ P 4
REG LEVEL(S)___ 462.74  END LEVEL(S)___ 462.60
UNDER LOCUS (ES)___ CB23009  OVER LOCUS (ES)___ CB23014
UNITS IN LOCUS___ 018, 019

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT: 254 kg  FINW: II, 5th  UNID: 0.6 kg
2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE: _____ HELD: MOULDMADE: _____ ROMAN: _____
3. COINS
4. FAUNAL
5. OTHER
6. INV.
7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Pl in NE quadrant, along north bath. Characterised by fine, dark soil.
AREA: CB2.1 NE - NW
LOCUS: CB21010

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Pit

BEGIN LEVEL(S): 483.1S
END LEVEL(S): 482.7S

UNDER LOCUS (ES): CB23003
OVER LOCUS (ES): CB23014, CB23002, CB23012
UNITS IN LOCUS: 021, 033, 034

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 4.97Kg FINE 91% UNID
   Cam Late Roman or Byzantine jpr
   SPAN/CONDITION Pre-Persian - Late Roman/Byz small taen - medium w/ good edges
2. LAMPS: WHELMAD 1 HELLMOULDMAD 1 ROMAN
3. COINS
4. ANIMAL
5. OTHER
6. INV
7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS/E OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
   FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.
REDESH LOCU S SHEET

AREA: CB23 N'E-NW  LOCUS: CB2303
TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL, ETC.): Robbing trench
BEG. LEVEL(S): 462.59  END LEVEL(S): 463.58
UNDER LOCUS(ES): CB22055  OVER LOCUS(ES): CB22062, CB23008
UNITS IN LOCUS: 035, 036, 048, 049

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT: 0.019  FINES: 0.019  UNID: 4179
2. SPAN/CONDITION: E/MB HELL (2nd cen.) medium to good edges
3. LAMPS: WHEELED: HELL MOULDMADE: ROMAN
4. COINS
5. FAUNAL
6. OTHER
7. INV.
8. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION, INCLUDE: 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS: OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY

Rolling trench over intersection of CB23002 and
CB23008; identifiable by fine dark soil and much
rubble.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA__ CB23 NW

LOCUS____ CB23012

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) fill

REF. LEVEL(S) 413.49

END LEVEL(S) 412.60

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB2005

OVER LOCUS (ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS: 022, 029, 037, 038, 042, 043, 047

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT 39.944 lb. FINE 1 lb. UNID 1 lb. by

LDAM Roman CW

SPAN/CONDITION E/MB - Roman, mostly medium in good edges

2. LAMPS: WHELMADE____ HELL, MOULDMADE____ ROMAN____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT

2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS(S) UNDER/TOUCHING/REMOVING WITH OTHER

FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Fill throughout much of NW between CB23001 and

CB23002. CB23011 and CB23012 appear to have been dug down into it somewhat.
AREA_ CB2-3 NE   SURFACE
LOCUS_ CB23013
TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)_ surface
BEG LEVEL(S)_ END LEVEL(S) 452.57
UNDER LOCUS(ES)_ OVER LOCUS(ES) CB22032
UNITS IN LOCUS:_ 041, 051, 052

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL Wt 55 FINE_ UNID
   LDM 5F wheelmade 1st
   SPAN CONDITION: 1D/1M - 4th cen.
2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE_ HELD, MOULDMADE_ ROMAN
3. COINS
4. FAUNAL
5. OTHER
6. INV
7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL: DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS: OVER/UNDER; TOUCHING; BONDING WITH OTHER
   FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Hard packed soil surface over CB23002 just north of
intersection w/ CB23004. Material associated with
this locus came primarily from cleaning and articulation
of CB23002. Surface is quite visible in north
balk, extending from CB23002 to eastern edge of
CB2-3 NE.
| AREA: C023 | NF |
| LOCUS: C023014 |
| TYPE: (WALL, FLOOR, FILL, ETC.) | Fill |
| BEGIN LEVEL(S) | N: 451.78, W: 451.51 |
| END LEVEL(S) | N: 451.10, C: 451.01, S: 451.91 |
| UNDER LOCUS (ES) | C023005 |
| OVER LOCUS (ES) | C023015 |

UNITS IN LOCUS:
0.40, 0.45, 0.46, 0.50, 0.51, 0.52, 0.54, 0.55

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT: 5.8 lb, FINE 20% UNID |
   LDM DSP, CFR, HALL EB, Comp A |
   SPAN CONDITION: Fine, small and wide, red in oxidation, red and good edges |
2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE |
   HELL, MOULDMADE |
   ROMAN |
3. COINS |
4. FAUNAL |
5. OTHER |
6. INV |
7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION INCLUDES:
1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT |
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCATIONS, OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS, ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY

Hellenistic fill in eastern edge of trench north of C023005 and containing C023016 and C023017 in their higher levels. Can find in C023040 might permit refinement of LDM.
Finds:
1. Pottery: Total wt. 7.5 kg, fine 1.4 kg
LDBA: Ball bowl, sandy red/brown clay, rim compact, semi fine
Span Condition: EMB: Terracotta, mostly medium of good quality
2. Lamps: Wheelmade, mouldmade
3. Coins
4. Faunal
5. Other
6. Inv.
7. Sediment analysis/Float

Locus description include:
1. Physical description, preservation, extent
2. Relation to other loci, over/under/touching/bonding with other floors/fills/walls etc. Use other side of sheet if necessary.

Fill beneath CB23014 and immediately north of CB23004. Quite sandy, perhaps by design.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA__CD23 NE
LOCUS__CB23016

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)_possible column base

BEG. LEVEL(S)_END LEVEL(S)_462.83

UNDER LOCUS(ES)_CB23004
OVER LOCUS(ES)_CB23014

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT_____ FINE_____ UNID
2. LAMPS: WHELMADE_____ HELL MOULDMADE_____ ROMAN_____
3. COINS
4. FAUNAL
5. OTHER
6. INV.
7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION INCLUDE: 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS, OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/JOINING, WITH OTHER
   FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Roughly square stone 27 cm in height embedded in CB23014 in southwest of CB23 NE.
Oriented to building's plan.
KEDESII LOCUS SHEET

AREA__ CB2:3 NE__ LOCUS___ CB23017
TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)_ possible column base
BED LEVEL(S)___ END LEVEL(S)___ 462.59
UNDER LOCUS (EB)_ CB23004 OVER LOCUS (EB)_ CB23014

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINOS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT____ FINE______ UNID
2. LDM
SPAN/CONDITION
3. LAMPS: WHEELED____ HEEL MOULDMADE____ ROMAN____
4. COINS
5. FAUNAL
6. OTHER
7. INV.
8. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS/BEFORE/ TOUCHING/FIXING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Approximately square stone 16 cm high in northeast
of CB2:3 NE embedded in CB23014. Somewhat
ashed to overall plan of building.